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The Ubiquitous Brigand: The Politics and Language of Repression
Alan Forrest
Brigands were familiar figures on the eighteenth-century landscapeonly too familiar for traders and travellers between major cities if the reports of the local police and the story lines of early novels are to be taken as a guide. Thieves gathered in bandes to attack mail coaches and rob passing traders, often secure in the knowledge that, as local men, they could expect to enjoy a degree of protection from their own communities against the attentions of the law. They congregated on frontiers, mingling with bands of smugglers and contrebandiers who were assured rich pickings in the sand dunes around Dunkerque or the mountain pastures of the Pyrenees, areas where only they knew the hidden paths that led across into Spain or the Austrian Netherlands. Or they simply formed themselves into casual bands when famine threatened, groups of local men who had fallen on hard times and hoped, like so many others, to inspire sufficient trepidation within their community to deter informers and thwart the efforts of the maréchaussée. Often, it would seem, they succeeded only too well, since policing in many parts of France was ineptly organized and seriously underfunded, as Iain Cameron's account of the police of the eighteenth-century Auvergne makes clear. Here the attentions of the maréchaussée were focussed almost entirely on capturing vagabonds and army deserters along the principal highways -the latter being a particular priority in times of warfare such as the American War of Independence. The only successful repression of a bande of thieves recorded over a seventy-year period revealed a few neighbours supplementing their income with occasional moonlight sorties, not at all the sort of banditry that spread fear and panic through the French countryside.
The bandits of legend -those who terrorised whole provinces and who inspired a folklore all of their own -were on a different scale entirely, bands who lived en marge de la société, moving under cover of darkness from clearing to clearing, seeking refuge in shepherds' huts on the slopes above isolated villages, robbing only those who were outsiders to the local community, celebrating their successes over noisy meals in wayside inns, and casually disarming any gendarmes sent to hunt them down. Some, like the notorious bande d'Orgères in the Beauce, survived in this way for decades, robbing travellers on the highly lucrative turnpike between Paris and Orleans, and maintaining a fluctuating membership of men, women and children, all enjoying a degree of local protection while stubbornly living as outlaws, beyond the protection of civil society. They may have been feared by local people, and respected for their power and their defiance of the authorities, but there is no evidence that they were hated, especially since, like all the best bandit gangs, they served a useful and much-appreciated function in redistributing wealth, artificially injecting money stolen from merchants and other travellers into a hard-pressed local economy.
2 Eric Hobsbawm is surely right when he presents some of the great bandits of history as men of the people, commemorated in folk-song and in popular prints, and lionized by those from whose roots they had sprung.
3 When they were finally caught and brought to trial men like Mandrin and Cartouche inspired awe as much as fear. They belonged to the same popular class as the mass of the people, yet they had turned their backs on poverty and cocked an almighty snook at the dual authority of Church and State. And in their way they were heroes to the mass of the people: even the more obscure among them were built into mighty figures of legend, their criminal exploits praised in folk-song and in luridly-coloured images d'Epinal. Even unexceptional robbers like Poulailler, by the time of the Revolution, were being featured in popular prints, distributed by peddlars at village fairs and in the popular quarters of Paris. Their crimes were talked of with awe, the danger they presented to the public unscrupulously exaggerated to inspire fear -there was talk of 'the famous Poulailler, captain of a band of more than 500 robbers distributed between various provinces'. 4 The trials of such brigands became the subject of intense interest both amongst the educated public and in the pages of chapbooks and the bibliothèque bleue; while many of the thousands who turned out to watch their executions were there not to gloat at their downfall but to secure a last, secret glimpse of their folkheroes. As Richard Cobb rightly observed, the Criminal Hero would easily outlast the Revolutionary Martyr. 'Cartouche, Mandrin, Hulin remained
